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Hello Church!  

 Yesterday I made the decision to change the order of  the planned DCE publication 

and send you Deacon Susan’s contribution. As a deacon in the United Methodist Church, her 

role is to lead us into action in the world through ministries of  love and justice. It is a role she 

fulfills with both love and grace.  

 I am grateful for Deacon Susan’s reminder that we need to educate ourselves well on 

issues of  race, including our own place in America’s rainbow of diversity. While I respect both 

Deacon Susan’s life verse from Micah and her choice to use it in a tattoo, I am still in my 

lifelong wrestling with Scripture, especially the letters Paul wrote. While studying, I continue to 

be changed too much by Paul’s exquisite rhetoric to do anything as permanent as a tattoo, 

although I am fairly good at putting Scripture quotes up where I can see them often.  

As I made my first pass as at studying Paul’s letters with a class on Romans as an 

undergrad, my younger self  found Paul to be very sexist--I was wrong, I just knew nothing 

about his time and women’s roles in his time and place. I have in my study learned how his 

words have been excerpted and used to justify racism in America. Today, my mature self  finds 

Paul to be a colleague pastor wrestling with some of the same issues I wrestle with—only our 

context is different, so ongoing study is needed to understand some of his specific applications 

of  Christian love well. 

Sunday evening, I caught bits and pieces of  a PBS of  the documentary on early 

Christianity that TPT re-ran as a pledge drive. While I wanted to knit my way through all of  it, 

I could not because my phone kept ringing with calls from family members I love deeply and 

needed to talk with this weekend. It was a frustrating choice to make. The more I understand 

Paul’s historical setting, the better job I can do making his advice to the church accessible to 

you. But it is also important in this year of  2020 to take time for telecommunication with my 

family as the virus keeps us physically apart from each other.  

Is it just me, or do you have some of the same sorts of  internal conflicts over a desire 

to be informed on the big issues of  2020, and your desire in this season of  COVID to be in 

contact with those you love most? 

This week’s epistle reading is Romans 13:8-14. Would you join me in reading it this 

week using lectio divina, taking time to see what in it speaks to you?  



“. . . Don’t be in debt to anyone, except for the obligation to love each other. 

Whoever loves another person has fulfilled the Law. The commandments, Don’t 

commit adultery, don’t murder, don’t steal, don’t desire what others have, and any other 

commandments, are all summed up in one word: You must love your neighbor as 

yourself. Love doesn’t do anything wrong to a neighbor; therefore, love is what fulfills 

the Law. 

As you do all this, you know what time it is. The hour has already come for you 

to wake up from your sleep. Now our salvation is nearer than when we first had faith. 

The night is almost over, and the day is near. So let’s get rid of  the actions that belong 

to the darkness and put on the weapons of  light. Let’s behave appropriately as people 

who live in the day, not in partying and getting drunk, not in sleeping around and 

obscene behavior, not in fighting and obsession. Instead, dress yourself  with the Lord 

Jesus Christ, and don’t plan to indulge your selfish desires.” 

 

What spoke to you? 

 

 

 

The word that grabbed me for today is “debt.” Those three dots—ellipses—say 

something was left out at the beginning of  the quote as I copied and pasted it for us. In 

Romans 13:1-7, Paul wrote about some specific issues of  Roman taxation advising the Roman 

Christians he knew he was writing on exactly what they should do. The impact of  Christianity 

over 2000 years, has made it an application challenge if  one does not have time to learn about 

taxation in the Roman Empire. In my studies I have come to the conclusion that as Paul wrote 

from his pastor’s heart, he was unaware that he was writing Scripture for all Christians. His 

readers saw God speaking through his inspired pen and preserved his writing in full for us. 

Yesterday, I attempted to unpack Romans 13:1-7 in a practical three-page essay, but that writing 

challenge was so hard that I think I would have confused even a seminary professor. Today, I 

choose to acknowledge those seven verses with an ellipse. 

The debt Roman Christians owed was their taxes and Paul said they should pay them 

and respect the current government because it was put in place by God. It is so easy for us to 

trip into making what Paul wrote to the Roman Christians something we should apply literally 

based on our own contemporary political orientation. If  you can watch the PBS documentary 

my family kept interrupting last Sunday, it will help you in your thinking about those seven 



verses as an American Christian in this very difficult time we are all living in now. But please, do 

not read Romans 13:1-7 as applicable as written in our bipartisan system of governance 

because Paul was not writing in our bipartisan, 21st century political system.  

I am therefore thankful that the faithful Christians who selected our lectionary readings 

in the mid-twentieth century began this week’s section from Romans with the sentence that is 

universally applicable: “Don’t be in debt to anyone, except for the obligation to love each 

other.” (Romans 13:8) It does not take hours of  study to understand this verse, it aligns 

perfectly with the Great Commandment to love God and love neighbors. We all have a debt 

of  love to pay to all our neighbors.  

This weekend our young neighbor had a birthday and wanted to share his birthday cake 

with John. This boy likes John and Mickey a lot—I just happen to live with them. So, with his 

mom’s help, he brought John a paper plate with two pieces of  “Army guy” cake—bakery 

marble cake iced in a camouflage theme. He had no idea that for health reasons, neither John 

nor I should be eating cake. . . .. As he brought his gift of  love to John and Mickey, I overheard 

their conversation through an open window. John is a pretty wise man when it comes to a 

young boy learning to love his neighbor, he thanked the boy for his kindness, and accepting the 

love brought the “Army guy” cake into our kitchen.  

Someday our young neighbor will know about why grandpa-aged guys should not eat 

too much cake and never eat cake without a plan for balancing their dietary needs. But not this 

week. This week our young neighbor needed to learn how to pay the debt of  love to his 

neighbors, even if  he did so imperfectly.  

I think that as we consider the issues of  our time—COVID, the resurgence of  racial 

tensions, the deeply divided election before us—we all need to do so while learning to pay the 

debt of  love, even imperfectly as we keep learning while we keep maturing.  

Today, please join me in praying for America in general, and the events of today in 

Kenosha in specific.  

May grace always abound and be seen in our living.  

Rev. Dawn  


